The time-ordered product framework of quantum field theory can also be used to understand salient phenomena in stochastic biochemical networks. It is used here to derive Gillespie's Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) for chemical reaction networks; consequently, the SSA can be interpreted in terms of Feynman diagrams. It is also used here to derive other, more general simulation and parameter-learning algorithms including simulation algorithms for networks of stochastic reaction-like processes operating on parameterized objects, and also hybrid stochastic reaction/differential equation models in which systems of ordinary differential equations evolve the parameters of objects that can also undergo stochastic reactions. Thus, the time-ordered product expansion (TOPE) can be used systematically to derive simulation and parameter-fitting algorithms for stochastic systems.
Introduction
The master equation for a continuous-time stochastic dynamical system may be expressed as d p ê d t = W ÿ p where W is the time-evolution operator, often an infinite-dimensional matrix. Particular choices for W lead to the special case of the "chemical master equation" for stochastic chemical kinetics, often useful in bioligical applications; we will see this and other applications below. The general master equation has the formal solution pHtL = expHt WL ÿ pH0L . If W can be decomposed as a sum W 0 + W 1 , then there is a perturbation theory for expHt WL in terms of expHt W 0 L and its perturbations by W 1 . The timeordered product expansion (which we refer to by the acronym TOPE) gives a formula for the solution of a master equation [1] [2] [3] which can be expressed as follows [4] : (1) exp Ht WL ÿ p 0 = exp Ht HW 0 + W 1 LL ÿ p 0
This expression can be derived (as in [4] ) by expanding in powers of W 1 , each expanded to all orders in W 0 , and using the normalization formula for the Dirichlet distribution to subdivide the time interval @0, tDL into k subintervals.
Since W 0 and W 1 do not generally commute, this expression involves alternation from right to left of W 0 and W 1 related operations. Using the "time-ordered exponential" of operators [5] , this result can be compactly reexpressed as: (2) expHt HW 0 + W 1 LL = expHt W 0 L i k j j jexp i k j j j ‡ is obtained term by term from the Taylor series for the operator exponential, by reordering all monomials containing terms evaluated at different times so that they are indexed by ordered sequences of times Ht k , ..., t 1 L that increase right to left (details reviewed in Section 3.5.1 below). In field theory it is standard to prefer Equation 2 over Equation 1 for theoretical calculations, but for algorithmic concreteness this paper will favor the more explicit expression Equation 1 where possible. Indeed, each summand of Equation 1 already looks like a Markov chain in which the matrix or operator product operation "ÿ ". which sum over states, is supplemented by integration over an extra time variable. This observation will be made precise in Section 3. In general there is a risk that the infinite sum over terms could diverge. However, the master equation must conserve total probability and this constrains W to have zero column-sums and also constrains the spectrum of W to have nonpositive real parts. In this setting some decompositions W = W 0 + W 1 converge well enough, as we will see by example below.
One particular specialization of TOPE lets us derive Gillespie's Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA): take W 0 = -D = the diagonal part of W , and W 1 = Ẁ = the off-diagonal part of W . Then for chemical reaction networks TOPE generates Feynman-like diagrams. An example is illustrated below for the simple reaction network with just two reactions, the forwards and backwards parts of the generic trivalent reaction A + B F C , to which others can be reduced. Figure 1 . A time history of the reaction A + B F C . Time flows left to right. Open circles represent reaction events, with probability factor µ W 1 . In between reaction events are unimolecular particle propagators expHHt k -t k-1 L W 0 L, labelled by arrows and particle names (repeated for clarity). This is a non-spatial version of the Lee model in quantum field theory (cf. for example [6] ).
The TOPE (Equation 1 or Equation 2) can be applied recursively, since it reduces one operator exponential expHt WL to another one expHt W 0 L. This fact will be exploited in Section 3 below. But eventually one must get to an operator exponential that is tractable by other means. One way to do this is to let W 0 = D = the diagonal part of W , as in the SSA algorithm derivation below.
Methods

Creation/annihilation operator notation
We will use operator notation for molecule (or other reactant) creation and annihilation state changes [1] [2] [3] [4] . Here we just review the notation as used in [4] . The elementary operators a and à act (respectively) to destroy and create identical particles of a given type. In the particle-number basis their elements have the entirely off-diagonal expressions
Here d i j is the Kronecker delta function. The creation and annihilation operators satisfy the Heisenberg algebra @a, à D = I but are different from those of quantum mechanics because they are not conjugates or transposes of one another. (This is the reason we do not denote the creation operator a † , as it is in quantum mechanics, or a * .) Instead of being conjugate to à , the annihilator a encodes the chemical law of mass action since its nonzero entries are equal to the number of particles available to react or decay. The diagonal "number operator" is N ª à a .
The creation and annihilation operators may be represented in terms of their action on probability generating functions gHzL = ⁄ n=0 ¶ p n z n , where p n is the probability that there exist n particles of a given type. In this case:
In the presence of different types of particles (eg. molecules or other objects) the creation/annihilation operator notation is generalized, eg to a a and à b for molecule types A a , in which all operators for unequal types commute:
Operating on an empty "vacuum" state †0\ with no objects, the monomials in the creation operators à b span a Fock space. Molecule or object types indexed by a may even be taken to include arbitrary discretevalued molecular attributes (or attributes of other objects) such as phosphorylation state or integer-valued parameters. Continuous-valued parameters such as position (in quantum field theory it would more naturally be the conserved momentum, unlike the typical viscous-medium dynamics in biology) may be encoded into a real-valued vector argument xwhich requires a Dirac delta function instead of a Kronecker delta function, so for example:
A non-molecular example of such parameterized objects would be: cells of a given real-valued volume or lengthscale as in Section 3.5.5 below.
However for some attributes such as real-valued object positions one may wish to limit the state space to between zero or n max, a molecules (or other objects) at each unique real value. The resulting commutator is still diagonal as described in [4] . The particular case n max, a = 1 is not a stochastic version of fermions because particles with different types or values of the attributes still commute rather than anticommuting.
The basic rule for translating chemical reactions into creation/annihilation operator notiation is: first, annihilate all objects on the incoming or left hand side of a reaction; then create all the objects on the outgoing or right hand side of a reaction. Thus, the off-diagonal part of the operator for a reaction
that converts an incoming multiset 8< * of numerically parameterized rectants 8A aHpL HpL » p oe lhsHrL< * (reactants can appear multiple times in a multiset) into an outgoing multiset 8A bHqL HqL » q oe rhsHrL< * , is:
There is one such operator for every possible set of values for the numerical parameters. Since timeevolution operators for different processes just add, a generic operator for all parameter values must sum and/or integrate the operator of Equation 7 over all the parameters, in the Cartesian product of measure spaces in which they take values. Equation 7 adds probability to the new state of the system, but does not take it away from the old state of the system before a reaction. That job requires a negative diagonal matrix as shown in Equation 9 below. In the case of Equation 7, the corresponding diagonal operator is D r = r r A¤ aoelhsHrL N aHpL Hx p LE . Examples are provided in [4] and below.
2.2
Solvable example: An exact solution for SSA behavior
For a few very simple examples, we can not only solve analytically for the behavior of the biochemical system, but we can even add in the behavior of the SSA simulation algorithm and solve for that exactly as well. For example consider the minimal bidirectional reaction Aõ Ø. This case is analytically solvable, including the complete statistics of its SSA algorithm simulation. It has forward synthesis and backwards decay reactions. The operator expression is therefore:
Here a = 1 is the generating function variable for the total number of reactions, corresponding to offdiagonal matrix elements of W . Power series in a will decompose total probability according to this number.
Translating the master equation for Equation 8 into a PDE in the two variables t and z using representation Equation 5 , and solving analytically, this model has the exact solution
= Binomial initial condition with decay * Poisson on forward reactions * Poisson on forward ê backward reaction pairs.
As usual z is the generating function variable whose exponent is the total number n A of A molecules or particles, m is the initial number of molecules, and t is continuous time. The * operation is a convolution of probability distributions. A product of generating functions with the same variable is a convolution of distributions [7] . Note the interpretation in terms of Binomials and Poissons with time-varying parameters. The third factor represents a linearly increasing number of canceling forward/backward reaction pairs as a function of time -a kind of random walk.
The full derivation below will generalize this solvable example, again separating the diagonal from the off-diagonal terms in W . Q-BioPaperMjolsness2012V23TR.nb 4
2.3
Notation for SSA rederivation from TOPE One specialization of TOPE lets us derive SSA for biochemical reaction networks, as follows. First decompose W into nonegative off-diagonal and nonpositive diagonal parts, as must be possible by the conservation and nonnegativity of probability. For example conservation of probability implies
where I and J index the possible states of the system. To prevent negative probabilities from evolving under the master equation, all entries of Ẁ and therefore D must be nonnegative. In this circumstance the TOPE becomes:
We define the conditional probability distribution (where
Either way,
Semigroup property
Suppose t = t 1 + t 2 , all nonnegative. Then for any time-evolution equation we must have the semigroup property:
AexpIt IẀ -DMME
Is there a k -event version of this rule, for k = k 1 + k 2 ? In other words, can we add (nonnegative) numbers of reaction events rather than time intervals ?
We observe (where again
Thus, if k = k 1 + k 2 and for any t k 1 £ oe @0, t k 1 D , there is a semigroup law:
In this derivation there is an arbitrary choice of t k1 £ from the interval @0, t k 1 D. Consistent uniform possibilities include t k 1 £ = 0 and t k 1 £ = t k1 . We will choose the latter option, so that the last t in a series @t q D is zero.
The result used in the next section will be a semigroup law for "just-fired" probabilities, right after a reaction or (more generally) a rule firing.
Results and discussion
Given the foregoing semigroup expression from TOPE, we complete the derivation of a Markov chain representing the SSA algorithm. We then consider extensions of this result, including parameterized reactants, but focussing mainly on hybrid stochastic event/ordinary differential equation dynamical systems.
3.1
Derivation of a Markov chain
Just-fired probabilities and Bayes' rule
Define the just-fired probabilities
and calculate their conditional distributions given the number of events k , using Bayes' rule :
With t k1 £ = t k 1 and t k = 0 the semigroup law becomes:
Suppose now that we wish to sample from this dynamical system for a total time t that is drawn from an exponential distribution with mean T :
We will take T to be much longer than other characteristic times in the system given by nonzero matrix elements of W . Then
where ! is the identity matrix.
Assuming T p k ê D I I for every element D I I of D (assuming the reaction network has been modified as in [2] to formally eliminate terminal states), Q-BioPaperMjolsness2012V23TR.nb
Bayes' rule:
Substituting this expression into Equation 13 everywhere,
But we can evaluate the ratios
and therefore (by integration over t q )
This can be interpreted as an infinite-dimensional (first-order) Markov chain which increments k each iteration, and which updates I and t according to the conditional probability operator Q-BioPaperMjolsness2012V23TR.nb
Thus,
This expression is properly normalized:
as claimed. For D J J  0 , we may factor " into a time update followed by a state update, each normalized:
Here matrix M 0 is diagonal, so the elementwise product is also a matrix product. Thus
and finally the algorithmic Markov chain expression (19) Pr è Ht » J, kL = " k ÎPr è H0 » J, 0L .
SSA Theory Summary
We use the Time-Ordered Product Expansion with the diagonal decomposition:
Then an event-oriented simulation requires the use of Bayes' rule to convert from PHa,
, and this in turn requires a distribution on total simulation time t . To this end, suppose there is a small constant probability per unit time, e = 1 ê T long , that a simulation of the stochastic process defined by W comes to an end. This termination process will provide an exponential prior distribution on the time variable t . Taking the limit in which T long is much longer than the time t of interest to us, so that e t = t ê T long Ø 0 , the parameter T long drops out of the calculation and the Bayes-transformed simulation statistics are unaffected by the probability of pending termination.
Define a prior on the total simulation time with T Ø ¶ : Pr è HtL = expH-t ê TL ê T . Then from the TOPE, the just-fired probabilities form a Markov chain:
The joint probabilities of system states and elapsed time also form a Markov chain:
where the "Î " inner product operation combines both a sum over all states and an integral over all nonnegative times. The off-diagonal operator is a sum of reaction propensities k J HrL multiplied by reaction-specific matrices S I J HrL specifying their effects on particle numbers, so we may write This Markov chain expression has also been used as the starting point for the derivation of exact accelerated stochastic simulation algorithms [10, 11] that execute many reactions per step (i.e. they "leap" forward) and thus go much faster than SSA, while also sampling from the exact probability distribution given by the just-fired probabilities above. These derivations proceed by algebraic rearrangement of terms to express computationally efficient versions of rejection sampling. The algorithm of [11] has been parallelized, which is often difficult for discrete-event simulations.
The foregoing derivation was outlined in far less detail in [8] . A similar equation for SSA was reached by very different methods in [9] , Theorem 10.1. To our knowledge this is the first complete derivation of SSA from field theory methods like TOPE. 
Algorithm: SSA
Extension: Parameterized rule and graph grammar SSA-like algorithm
For biological modeling, including spatial and mechanical modeling of biological systems, it is very important to generalize from pure particles to particles with both discrete and continuous attributes. The complication is that reaction or process rates can then depend on the attributes both of the incoming and outgoing objects. A non-molecular example of such parameterized objects would be cells of a given size, whose propensity to divide may actually depend on their real-valued size parameter (as in Section 3.5.5). More generally, this capability enables agent-based modeling and simulation since it allows interacting objects to have dynamic internal state and even (as explained in Section 3.3.2 below) dynamic relationships.
Generalizing from Equation 7, as in [4] , we include all possible instantiations of parameters x and y, the integrated off-diagonal process representation operator
The generalization is conceptually trivial because we have simply used a function r r H@x a D, @y b DL to express the possibly infinite number of different reaction rates that pertain to objects that differ only in their attributes. Again (as in Equation 7 ), summation over all discrete-valued parameters and integration over all continuousvalued parameters generalizes the operator to handle all possible sets of parameter values.
Algorithm: SSA with parametrized reactant objects
The resulting variant of the SSA algorithm for parameterized reactions can be expressed in pseudocode as follows (outlined briefly in [8] ): Q-BioPaperMjolsness2012V23TR.nb } until t r t max
Structural matching
The functions rHx, yL appearing in Equation 21 may impose constraints including equality of variables; equivalently we may allow some variables to appear multiple times in object parameter lists. Either way there follows a mechanism to encode structural relations -graphs and labelled graphs -in the input and output variable lists. Object attributes can include Object ID codes which other objects can also include in their parameter lists. (Of course, the numeric values of Object IDs can be globally permuted without changing the structural relationships among extant objects.) In this way, the integrated version of the parameterized reaction operator above encodes structural pattern matching, including variable-binding in logical formulate, among the preconditions that can be enforced before such a generalized reaction or "rule" can fire.
From this point of view, syntactic variable-binding has the semantics of multiple integration [4] . In this way we can entrain pattern-matching systems such as the computer algebra system Mathematica, or logicbased programming languages, to the job of simulating complex process rules. As in rule-based expert systems, when multiple rules might fire the Rete algorithm [10] can be used to speed up the computations required to maintain knowledge of their relative rates.
The resulting systems have the power to model and simulate dynamic labelled graphs including growing multicellular tissues with dynamical cell-neighbor relationships [4] and molecular complexes with dynamical binding structure [12, 13, 14] . Thus, the TOPE operator algebra approach also explains why and how structural (graph-) matching computations arise naturally in biochemical and multicellular biological simulation.
Hybrid SSA/ODE setup
As will be shown in Section 3.4 below, the operator formulation for a system of ordinary differential equations is [4] :
Here and in the calculations that follow, the Dirac delta function can be considered as a Gaussian with very small variance, which participates in a limiting process by which, at the end of each calculation, the limit of zero variance is taken.
In [4] this operator expression is generalized from ordinary differential equations to stochastic differential equations, for example those pertaining to the diffusion of particles, as equivalently represented by the Fokker-Planck equation.
Computation of matrix elements
From the commutator
we may calculate matrix elements of Ò drift in Equation 22 such as:
The easiest treatment for the boundary terms is to add the assumptions that boundaries are at infinity in the space of parameters x, y and z, and that initial conditions place zero probability there, and that finite velocities vHxL ensure the probability remains zero at infinity at finite times. In that case boundary terms can be neglected. Alternatively, we can define O drift =Ò drift -diag(1·Ò drift L which in this case subtracts off the boundary term. Then
If we define xHtL as a time-varying version of z, satisfying
Next we calculate Xw » expHt O drift L » z\ . To this end, Taylor's theorem may be written
Thus (where "IC" means initial condition)
As far as we know this derivation has not appeared previously. As a corrollary, using Equation 24 we may multiply by f HwL and integrate over w to calculate
Hybrid SSA/ODE: Operator algebra derivation
We now derive a new SSA-like simulation algorithm for hybrid combinations of discrete events and ODE dynamics, using operator algebra. The main idea is to replace the exponential distribution factor expH-t D L with expI-Ÿ 0 t DHt £ L d t £ M , and add an extra ODE to the system of ODEs in order to keep track of the integral. We will use the more compact formulation of TOPE in Equation 2 to derive this method.
Heisenberg picture
Let the operators, rather than the states, evolve in time according to W 0 according to Equation 3 . This is traditionally called the "Heisenberg picture" in distinction to the "Schroedinger picture" in quantum mechanics. Recall Equation 2 and Equation 3, where HL + is the time-ordering super-operator :
(and likewise for higher order products). Note that if OHt i L and OHt j L commute for all pairs of times t i and 
In our case, (Equation 26) specializes to :
This result looks very similar to Equation 25 applied to f HzL = expI-
, and we now aim to understand and exploit this similarity.
Equivalent ODE
Consider the dynamics expressed in Equation 27. Can we obtain the first factor from ODE's alone? Yes, if we introduce a new state variable t involved in every ODE-related rule. Set tH0L = 0 as the new variable's initial condition, and augment the ODE operators as follows
In other words, we have added a differential equation for t to the ODE system
This equation is solvable in terms of a "warped time" coordinate
There are degenerate cases D react = 0 only if there are terminal states in the reaction network.
To see that this is the correct procedure, calculate from Equation 24:
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where c n+1 is all zeros except for a "1" entry in the lower right corner. Since b and I are matrices that commute, expHt WL = expIt l b n+1 M expH-t l I n+1 L and we easily compute PHt » t, nL = @expHt WLD 1, n+1 = l n t n-1 e -l t ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅ Hn -1L ! This is the distribution on polymer completion times. It is an Erlang distribution (a Gamma distribution with integral values of n). If t is held fixed and n tends towards infinity, this distribution approaches a delta function dHt -tL, which can lead to differential-delay equation models for reaction networks involving polymerization processes such as transcription [17] . This probability distribution for termination times also corresponds to the time-varying propensity function ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅ GHn, t lL , which increases monotonically in time.
As in Equation 18
, the resulting time-varying propensity still fits within the framework of a Markov chain "HI, t £ » J, tL that advances the time variable by an increment that is a random variable. The method of the previous section can be used to implement an SSA-like algorithm, with differential equations that govern propensities replaced by algebraic equations (Equation 34) or, if differential equations are also present, by differential-algebraic equations. Figure 2 . Erlang-derived time-dependent propensities for completion of a multistage process t = 1, n oe 81, ..., 10< . Horizontal axis: time, t . Vertical axis: propensity, rHt » t, nL . Plots for varying n are superimposed. For larger n there is a "maturation" phenomenon whereby completion at small times is very unlikely, and when a process is "overdue" for completion then its propensity becomes very high. By comparison, propensities for very small n increase rapidly at first and are then relatively flat.
Conclusion and outlook
We have shown that the time-ordered product expansion (TOPE) can be used systematically to derive computational simulation and parameter-fitting algorithms for stochastic systems, connecting two seemingly distant areas of research. In doing so we have developed the means to translate formally between field theory language and the language of computable Markov chains in which randomized algorithms can be expressed and derived. By this means we hope to open the door to the use of TOPE and related methods from quantum and statistical field theory in the computational simulation of stochastic biochemical kinetics, with broad applicability in physically based biology. The particular hybrid stochastic process/ordinary differential equation simulation algorithm derived here is very different from interleaving and operator splitting algorithms which are intrinsically approximate; instead, this algorithm is exact in the same sense that SSA is (that is, it draws from the same distribution of just-fired reactions), except for errors introduced by the ODE solver and in the solver's detection of the ODE stopping criterion, which is that some variable reaches a threshold value. A future prospect for the field theory approach is for application to reaction-diffusion systems in which the propagator for particles between reactions is the heat kernal Green's function for the diffusion equation. The result may be an alternative avenue for derivation of novel particle-based, off-grid stochastic numerical solvers for reaction-diffusion problems as treated in [2] , which, like the algorithms shown here, are also amenable to generalizations to exact "leaping" acceleration and to hybrid stochastic/differential equation solution algorithms.
